Glasgow coma scale is the most cited paper in neurosurgery. It has vast implications in the fields of neurology and neurosurgery. But lack of proper understanding in the neuro-anatomical basis of the score is the Achilles heel in proper utilization of the same. Herein we review the anatomical aspects behind each variable in the score. We also discuss common limitations of the score and highlight future directives to limit the same.
Introduction
Glasgow coma scale was postulated by Jennet and Teasdale in 1974 as a practical method for bedside assessment of impairment of conscious level, the clinical hallmark of acute brain injury [1] . The aim is to categorize the patients with traumatic head injury into mild, moderate and severe head injury. Originally it had total score of 14 but later, further categorization of normal and abnormal flexion (withdrawal and decorticate) led to revised total score of 15 points [2] . This has stood the test of time for over 40 years now. GCS score also has predictive value on the prognosis and the outcome of the patient.
GCS emphasizes how brain integrates, comprehends and analyzes different functional aspects by incorporating three independent variables in the score system [3] .
It is therefore prudent for reappraisal on the neurology behind the GCS score.
Anatomical Foundation behind Glasgow Coma Scale
This can be divided into cortical, sub-corticol, brainstem and cervico-medullary junction for simplicity. This is detailed in Table 1 (anatomy behind eye opening score), Table 2 (anatomy behind motor score) and (anatomy behind verbal score). This knowledge helps us to pinpoint the probable site of injury to the brain. Also one of the limitations of the score being its skewedness towards the motor score can be detailed to the fact that most of the patients with TBI have raccoon eyes and peri-orbital swelling that may hinder in proper assessment of eye opening. Similarly, assessment of verbal score in patients who are sedated paralyzed or on tracheotomy can be problematic. In them, motor score provides rough estimation of the prognosis. Similarly, inter-rater bias can be minimized by understanding the fact that all individual scores should roughly estimate towards similar location of injury and thereby should not vary by more than 2 points.
Eye Opening
Whenever we are confronted to threats in our natural environment, we link our visual processing mapping to its associated motor behavior to terminate the exposure to an aversive event [4] .
In normal scenario, we take clues of other sensory stimuli like vision to aid in our escape phenomenon by taking a correct timely decision. Visual stimuli provides clue about the impending danger to Superior Colliculus. It then orients us to the scenario [5] .
Then comes the role of basal ganglion. Basal ganglia are involved in the Fixed Action Patterns (FAPs) of muscular movements of spoken language [6] . It has the function of "action selecting"-that is, to implicitly weigh all available options and choose the best one. In addition to the response selection function by competition, the basal ganglia may enable signals originating from non-motor parts of the cerebral cortex to be mapped onto motor signals to produce behavioral output. The internal cueing mechanism between basal ganglia and supplementary motor area controls the timing of submovement initiation. Putamen engages in cortical initiation while the cerebellum amplifies and refines this signal to facilitate correct decision making [7] .
The pulvinar contains neurons that generate signals related to the salience of visual objects. It plays a role in observation, suppression and distraction of irrelevant stimuli, augment response and finally modulating the behavioral attention [8] .
Lastly the role of pain in the defense mechanism. Studies have shown that VPL precisely encode the intensity of noxious stimuli [9] . The ventromedial nociceptive neurons involves in the attentional reactions and/or the coordination of motor responses to pain [10] such as eye opening to pain.
Lastly absence of eye opening to any stimulus relates to the anatomical region surrounding the peri-aqueductal gray. The area ventral to the peri-aqueductal grey matter is related to eyelid closure, while the area dorsal to the peri-aqueductal grey matter is related to eye opening [11] .
Motor Score
Along with the course of evolution, we have acquired the ability to maintain the adaptive postures and to move the body parts in a coordinated fashion [12] [13] .
Four major achievements of somatomotor evolution have been represented in Table 4 in the order of their development.
The evolution of the central pattern generators has made it possible to coordinate the rhythmic movement activity despite minimal input from the higher control centre just by the process of disinhibition [14] .
Phylogenetically, the extra pyramidal tracts developed earlier from the reticular formation cells and nuclei as compared to pyramidal tracts developing from the pyramidal cells later on.
The rubrospinal tract helps to flex the upper limb so any lesion above it, the flexor attitude seen in decorticate posturing is observed. On the contrary vestibulospinal tract extends both the upper and the lower extremities with the influence on antigravity muscles thereby bringing the decerebrate posturing [15] .
Lesion below the vestibular nucleus leads to flaccid paralysis of all the extremities.
Verbal Response
To address the anatomy behind the scores of verbal response, we briefly discuss the neurology of hearing. Speech codes first relay on inferior colliculus [16] (lesion here leads to incomprehensible speech). Early stages of speech recognition are bilaterally (but not necessarily symmetrically) organized in the superior temporal lobe. Beyond that the speech processing stream diverges into two pathways, one supports comprehension, and another governs the aspects of speech production and phonological short-term memory [17] .
Early auditory processing and word recognition take place in inferior temporal areas ("what" pathway). Lesion here leads to inappropriate verbal response.
It is believed that the common route to speech production is through verbal and phonological working memory using the same dorsal stream areas implicated in speech perception and phonological working memory.
From Wernicke's area, the signal is taken to Broca's area through the arcuate fasciculus. The lesion in this level leads to inappropriate verbal response.
Then comes the role of basal ganglion in speech production. Left basal ganglia play an important role in regulating arousal and speech initiation, in monitoring the semantic and lexical aspects of language, and in switching from one linguistic element to the following during language production [18] .
Putamen engages in cortical initiation while the cerebellum amplifies and refines this signal to facilitate correct decision making [19] .
Lesions here produce disoriented speech as there is lack of additional sensory clues to guide the arcuate fasciculus and the ganglion for oriented language behavior. Then at the cortical level speech is produced and this is continuously being checked by other sensory clues and the subcorticol centers so as to produce the oriented verbal output .It has been shown that the stimulation of the motor system influences language processing in a category-specific manner, thereby proving an active role of cortical motor systems in word recognition [20] .
Limitations of the Score
There are limitations of the GCS [21] . Foremost being the lack of inclusion of the papillary reaction and the brainstem reflexes. The GCS is widely perceived as complicated with chances of inter-rater reliability [22] . Another drawback is its limitation in those patients who are either sedated, under drug influences or are intubated [23] - [26] . To address the same issue, the modified GCS score has also been studied implicating only the motor score [27] .
There are also other scoring system like Marshall and Rotterdam scores [28] and clinical score like the AVPU [29] and FOUR score system [30] but none have gained popularity and they also hold similar limitations.
Future Directives

1)
Inclusions of CT scores to further validate the prognostic implication of the score system. 2) Application of post resuscitated GCS score to remove the confounding bias of hypoxia and hypotension.
3) Inclusion of trauma scores like revised trauma score to assess the confounding bias of associated polytrauma in traumatic head injuries.
Conclusion
The pivotal need is to remember the fact that GCS is not merely a numbering game, but it has sound anatomical basis. Understanding the same can be a clinical pearl to anyone concerned in roughly localizing the lesion. It may also help to reduce the inter-rater bias as there should be no difference in the individual component of the score by than 2 points, so as the anatomical basis dictates.
